**15477 INFERNO IN DIRETTA (ITALY, 1985)**

(Other titles: Amazonia, la jungle blanche; Cut and run)

**Credits:** director, Ruggero Deodato; writers, Cesare Frugoni, Dardane Sacchetti.

**Cast:** Lisa Blount, Leonard Mann, Willie Aames, Richard Lynch.

**Summary:** Action/adventure film set in contemporary Florida and Venezuela.

Brian Horne (Lynch), a Green Beret colonel who served in Vietnam, was the hidden force behind the Jonestown massacre in Guyana. He is still on the loose in South America running a cocaine production/distribution operation. When a photograph of Horne and a missing American teenager (Aames) is found at the scene of a drug murder, cable news reporter Fran Hudson (Blount) and her cameraman Mark (Mann) trek to South America from Miami to get the story. In the jungle they encounter a war between Indians and drug smugglers, but manage to get an interview with Horne and rescue the missing boy. The Horne character is derivative of Marlon Brando’s Col. Kurtz in *Apocalypse now*.


